Introduction {#Sec1}
============

In our experience, we deal with various types of uncertainty. Probability theory allows us to describe conflict in information, other uncertainty theories can generalize it admitting imprecision or non-specificity into models like the theory of imprecise probabilities \[[@CR1], [@CR20]\] or the theory of belief functions \[[@CR12], [@CR17]\]. We also need to merge information from different sources, and during this process, it is important to analyze how these sources are contradictory or conflicting. Therefore, we need to measure conflict and non-specificity within each source of information and to measure contradiction among information sources. In probability theory, there are many functionals for evaluating conflict called entropies \[[@CR9], [@CR15], [@CR16]\] and there are many statistical distances called also divergences that can be used for measuring contradiction between probability models \[[@CR9], [@CR16], [@CR18], [@CR19]\]. One can notice the visible interactions between various types of uncertainty like contradiction, conflict and non-specificity.

In this paper, we argue that a measure of contradiction (or divergence) is the basic one, and show how other measures of uncertainty can be expressed through it. The paper has the following structure. In Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}, we give some notations and definitions related to probability measures and credal sets. In Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}, we formulate a system of axioms for conflict measures without the requirement of their additivity. In Sect. [4](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}, we introduce a system of axioms for divergences and illustrate them by examples like the Kullback-Leibler divergence, the Rényi divergence, and the *g*-divergence introduced in the paper. Section [5](#Sec10){ref-type="sec"} is devoted to the question: how such uncertainty measures can be extended on credal sets. The paper finishes with the discussion of obtained results and conclusions.

Some Notations and Definitions {#Sec2}
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In this paper, we will use axioms for a measure of conflict presented in \[[@CR6]\]. Let us observe that in \[[@CR6]\] such axioms have been formulated for belief functions and the authors show what it happens if the additivity axiom is dropped. We will formulate these axioms for probability measures.
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In \[[@CR6]\], a reader can find the theorem that fully characterizes a system of functions that defines $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Example 1 {#FPar5}
---------
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Some notable examples of this class of conflict measures are the Shannon entropy, when $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Example 2 {#FPar6}
---------
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We will establish later the connections between the conflict measure from Example [2](#FPar6){ref-type="sec"} and the Rényi entropy of order infinity and other functionals for measuring conflict within belief functions.

Distances and Entropies in Probability Theory {#Sec4}
=============================================

Although, the Shannon entropy and that the Kullback-Leibler divergence (also called Kullback-Leibler distance or relative entropy) are very popular in probability theory, one can find many other functionals \[[@CR15], [@CR16], [@CR18], [@CR19]\] that can be used to measure conflict within and between probability distributions. It is important to say that distances (or more exactly statistical distances) in probability theory are not distances as a reader would expect. They do not always obey the triangular inequality and can be non-symmetric. Such statistical distances measure the conflict (or contradiction) between a prior probability distribution of a random variable and its posterior distribution. We will also consider another possible interpretation of contradiction in Sect. [4](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}. The aim of this section is to illustrate of how such distances or divergences can generate entropies or conflict measures on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We postulate that a *statistical distance* or *divergence* is the functional $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Axiom 5 {#FPar7}
-------
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Axiom 6 {#FPar8}
-------
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Axiom 7 {#FPar9}
-------
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Axiom 8 {#FPar10}
-------
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Axiom 9 {#FPar11}
-------
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Let us discuss the introduced axioms. Axiom [5](#FPar7){ref-type="sec"} reflects the behavior of *D* like a distance or divergence. Axiom [6](#FPar8){ref-type="sec"} allows us to cover the case of the Shannon entropy and the mentioned above interpretation of divergence. Axiom [7](#FPar9){ref-type="sec"} is the similar to Axiom [2](#FPar2){ref-type="sec"} for a measure of conflict. Axiom [8](#FPar10){ref-type="sec"} postulates that the greatest distance between $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We will show several choices of divergences satisfying Axioms [5](#FPar7){ref-type="sec"}--[9](#FPar11){ref-type="sec"} described in the next subsections.

Kullback-Leibler Divergence {#Sec5}
---------------------------

We remind that the *Kullback-Leibler divergence* (distance) \[[@CR16], [@CR19]\] is defined for probability measures $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${D_1}$$\end{document}$, because Axioms [5](#FPar7){ref-type="sec"}--[7](#FPar9){ref-type="sec"} are well-known properties of the Kullback-Leibler divergence \[[@CR16], [@CR19]\], Axiom [8](#FPar10){ref-type="sec"} follows from the fact that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$D(P,{P_u})$$\end{document}$ is a convex function of *P*.

Rényi Divergence {#Sec6}
----------------

The *Rényi divergence* \[[@CR16], [@CR19]\] is the parametrical generalization of the Kullback-Leibler divergence with the parameter $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Concluding Remarks {#Sec9}
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We see that any *g*-divergence has the properties that any metric has, and the entropies generated by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Uncertainty Measures on Credal Sets {#Sec10}
===================================

The main idea is to use divergences or distances on probability measures and express through them other measures of uncertainty. As it was established by many papers (see \[[@CR2]\] and the references there), imprecise probabilities describe two types of uncertainty: non-specificity and conflict. A pure conflict is described by the classical probability theory, non-specificity corresponds to the choice of a probability model among possible ones. It is also important to evaluate the degree of total uncertainty that aggregates conflict and non-specificity. In previous sections, we have described the choice of two functionals $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Discussion and Conclusion {#Sec11}
=========================

Let us notice that the axioms for the Rényi divergence can be found in \[[@CR16]\]. Although, in this paper, the author consider these axioms as evident ones, the interpretation of some of them seems to be problematic, because they are based on so called generalized probability distributions that are not necessarily normalized. In our approach, divergences and entropies are not necessarily additive, that allows, for example, to use $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Formally, in this paper we propose to analyze uncertainty by choosing a divergence *D*, and then to take the compatible with *D* measures of uncertainty. Let us discuss our approach in detail if we choose $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$D = {d_{{L_1}}}$$\end{document}$ is well-known in the theory of belief functions \[[@CR3], [@CR8], [@CR13]\], its axiomatic can be found in \[[@CR4], [@CR7]\] and its extension to imprecise probabilities based on generalized credal sets is given in \[[@CR5], [@CR7]\].

Finalizing our paper, we can conclude that there is the variety of divergences and the corresponding uncertainty measures. The choice one of them can depend on the problem statement or on the complexity of realization, or on their additional desirable properties. We aware that in this paper we do not investigate in detail ways of evaluating conflict, non-specificity and contradiction in information presented by credal sets with the help of divergences. This can be the topic of our next research.
